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Learnball League: I
Teacher-to-Teacher
Staff Development
For over 20 years teacher volunteers have
been showing other interested teachers how to
implement Learnball, a classroom management
approach that uses a sports format and peer
approval to improve productivity, motivation,
and behavior.

n 1964, a teacher from Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania, developed Learn
ball—a classroom management
technique to improve student produc
tivity, motivation, and behavior. Using
suggestions from other teachers, Earl
Bradley designed Learnball to appeal
to students because student enthusi
asm is a major factor in teacher accept
ance of new methods (Parish and
Arends 1983) Learnball is a strong
educational medicine mixed with just
enough sweetener to make it palat
able. The medicine is discipline, coop
eration, and hard work. Learnball
teams are highly cohesive, family-like
support groups, which adopt norms
that are able to quickly and easily
overcome bad habits The sweetener
is a sports format with special modifi
cations (individualized participation
and consensus) that appeals to stu
dents K-12.
Bradley understood that the success
of a new program depends on teach
ers being able to see immediate im
provements in student behaviors.
While doing research for his doctoral
dissertation, Bradley (1970) also had
the foresight to recognize that the
teacher is the key to acceptance and
implementation of any program (Par
ish and Arends 1983) When the pre
senter of a new practice is a .successful
practitioner, credibility for the pro
gram is greatly increased (Crandall
1983) In addition, he knew that teach
ers are more apt to implement new
practices when the program can be
quickly and easily implemented, has
immediate and enduring results, and
provides for support from peers (Guskey 1985).
Bradley developed a dissemination
model then that meets today's stan
dards for staff development presenta
tions.
Los Angeles Teacher Center Direc
tor Bernice Medinnis, who has intro
duced Learnball to new and experi
enced teachers, cites numerous
benefits of Learnball.
increased time-on-task, greater student
involvement, and more positive student
attitudes have occurred immediately
where Learnball is used Teachers are
spreading the word, teaching and support
ing each other as they implement the
program
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Medinnis reports that there is un
precedented enthusiasm and excite
ment during presentations and an un
usually high percentage of teacher
acceptance and implementation. In ad
dition, teachers who use Learnball
consistently relate dramatic increases
in student motivation and decreases in
discipline problems.

A Model for Student
Enthusiasm

The Learnball approach uses peer so
cial approval as a reward A foam ball
and hoop are used (very sparingly) to
create an appealing sports format. In
Learnball, classroom rules become the
rules of the sport This produces im
mediate, positive behavioral changes,
especially in students who have ac
quired negative habits This approach
harnesses students' interest in peer
activities and sports to create enthusi
asm for academic learning (Goodlad
1984). Classwork becomes a coopera
tive team endeavor in which the schol
ar earns peer esteem for superior
effort and the slower student is re
warded for learning attempts. A very
important Learnball feature is that all
students, regardless of ability, receive
learning reinforcement from their
peers. Learnball creates many culturefree, gender-free roles for students,
and it uses a consensus, problemsolving approach to classroom situa
tions.
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Learnball is a strong educational medicine mixed with just enough sweetener to make it palatable. The medicine is discipline, cooperation, and hard
work. Learnball teams are highly cohesive, family-like support groups which
adopt norms that are able to quickly and easily overcome bad habits. Tlw
sweetener is a sports format with special modifications (individualized partici
pation and consensus) that appeal to K-12 students.
Learnball is implemented by following procedures in the LeambaH hand
book. In the first step the dass votes to form learning teams and adhere ton
strict set of rules to achieve academic excellence.
Students form two balanced teams because that creates high morale which is
the key to productivity. Team leaders are elected because high-status leaden
can rally the teams to outperform each other. An assistant teacher, chosen by
consensus, helps the teacher. Since students have a voice in the selection, the
assistant is not viewed as a "teacher's pet." A student is selected to keep score
and others are appointed to handle supplies.
Students and teacher reach a consensus on point values for classroom rules,
and compliance becomes part of the learning contest. A motivational counsel
ing technique, combined with individual and group incentives, works to
extinguish bad habits and poor behavior.
The LeambaH "freeze" is a way to obtain total and instant dass attention.
Within seconds, the teacher can shift from a dass activity involving movement
and conversation to a mode where students are seated, silent, and attentive.
As class begins, students focus attention and increase concentration with a
"freeze." Teams earn points for being prepared, following directions, com
pleting work, answering questions, participating in learning activities, and
following the rules. The Learnball bid system allows high and low academic
achievers to be team heroes. High scorers always earn great esteem, but even
one point scored by any student can win the contest.
A foam ball is used briefly at the beginning and end of a lesson as a reward
for work. Shooting hoops also reduces tension and makes classroom work
exciting for those students who normally are not academically motivated.
To show students that they are part of a large peer network, official LeambaH
League International merit awards are given. League affiliation establishes an
even stronger group norm to support the learning program.
Teams select names such as IBM and Apple to draw a parallel between
LeambaH teamwork skills and cooperation that is essential in the adutt work
environment.
The LeambaH steps work together to produce a gestatt that maintain*
support groups that motivate through peer approval and a sports approach.

Immediate and Enduring
Results

Thousands of teachers use Learnball at
all ability levels, in high- and lowincome areas, in rural, urban, and
suburban settings. These teachers re
port similar immediate and enduring
results. Students take pride in doing
homework and bring pencils and
books to class to help their team. They
pay attention, complete more assign
ments, and enjoy academic success.
The following comment is typical of
teachers' reactions:

Support from Peers Is
Essential

Bradley and his colleagues formed a
nonprofit organization to disseminate
the model, which evolved into a teach
er-to-teacher, self-help network called
Learnball League International. The
League gives support to teachers
through a telephone hotline and a
quarterly newsletter. The Leamball
implementation handbook is available
only as pan of the League member
ship to ensure that teachers can re
ceive help from peers, if needed. The
League guarantees success and will
refund the membership cost if Leam
ball fails to improve motivation and
decrease discipline problems. Indica
tive of Learnball's strength is the fact
that no refunds have been requested
since its inception.

The Learnball Handbook

Much of Learnball's acceptance is due
to the fact that the handbook makes it
easy to implement the technique in
three hours or less. The handbook
evolved over many years as a result of
teacher suggestions. It is a behaviorally stated, "teacher friendly" manual
that outlines, step-by-step, how to in
troduce Learnball to students, elect
student leaders, form teams, and reach
consensus on classroom rules. It ex
plains how to use the ball and hoop
and award points for positive class
room behaviors. When a step requires
the teacher to explain a Learnball pro
cedure to students, an appropriate
speech is provided. Since Learnball is
a management method, the teacher
continues to use the same materials
and grading system as before. Learn
ball does not require any changes in
curriculum or in how the teacher
deals with the subject matter.
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Spreading die Word

The League has employed a three-step
dissemination plan to inform schools
about Learnball. The first step is to
identify principals who are supportive
of teacher attempts to improve motiva
tion and behavior and who encourage
teachers to work together The League
provides such principals with an arti
cle about Learnball that appeared in
the Delta Kappa Gamma Bulletin
(Sneed 1983). In the second step, the
principals give a copy of the article to
teachers and ask for volunteers to
implement the program. In step three,
the teacher-volunteers present Learn
ball at a teacher inservice. The presen
tation guide provided to volunteers by
the League is virtually "presenterproof." The volunteer divides the inservice audience into two teams that
engage in a Learnball contest. Ques
tions and answers about Learnball are
provided in the presentation guide.
This simulation gives teachers infor
mation and firsthand experience with
Learnball motivation and discipline.
Videotapes are available for the pre
sentation, and experienced staff pre
senters from Learnball League can as
sist the teacher volunteer, upon request.

I first read about Learnball in late Sep
tember when my principal circulated the
Delta Kappa Gamma Bulletin article I was
very mucn interested because the article
offered a solution for the many frustrations
that were taking the enjoyment out of
teaching. I followed the step-by-step in
structions. It was easy and fun to do Both
the cooperation within each team and the
competition between teams were evident
immediately I have never seen students so
motivated! I sensed a high energy level in
the classroom, and that energy was focused
on the lesson Since we began Learnball,
student output has increased tremendous
ly because positive behaviors are rewarded
continuously. Learnball has exceeded all
my expectations!!!]
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